ADVANTAGES OF BATTERY DE-MISTER®
s Greatly extends battery life

s Reduces toxic fumes

s Greatly reduces water consumption

s No toxic odor of electrolyte

s Eliminates corrosion

s Increases resistance to very
cold or very hot weather

s Greatly reduces risk of explosion
s Faster battery recharge time

Oil Freezing Point: -50°F / -45°C
Oil Boiling Point: 400°F / 204°C

s Better battery temperature efficiency

s Non-Hazardous

s Ensures proper battery chemistry

s 100% Guaranteed

How Battery De-Mister® Works
Battery De-Mister® with ThermOil® technology is a secret battery oil additive made of a
combination of severely hydro-treated naphthenic base oils and hydrogenated polyalphaolefi n
synthetic oil coupled with an effective ash-less non-acidic rust inhibitor. Incorporated in the oil
are an amine type anti-oxidant and an olefi n co-polymer type viscosity modifi er.
This unique base oil mix serves to eliminate polar sites, thus the oil has no inclination to
attach itself to the plates of the battery thereby preventing the battery from premature
failure during deep discharge cycles. Battery De-Mister has an indefinite shelf life.
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ThermOil has been treating batteries since
1992 and Battery De-Mister ® works every
time—which is why we back it with a 100%
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This product is non-hazardous.

TO WATCH A SHORT 4-MINUTE VIDEO EXPLAINING HOW BATTERY DE-MISTER® WORKS, VISIT WWW.THERMOIL.COM AND CLICK “HOW IT WORKS”.
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